Indonesian Muslim Woman Writers To Establish Civilised Literacy

The so-called Komunitas Muslimah Writer Squad or the Community of Muslim Woman Writers’ Squad [or the MWS Community] was officially founded by Andre Rahmatullah on 27 September 2018 in Jakarta. The community’s chairperson is Siti Rahmawati. Not only is she a media and literacy activist, but she also does da’wah [Islamic missionary work].

Mentioning about her commitment, Siti, whose pen name is Hafshah Anissa Shafira, said that she wanted to make sure that the community become a home for Indonesian woman writers to produce their work of writing and a place for them to discuss about writing.

She also promised, God’s willing, that the strong energy and co-operation between all members of the squad would enable them to establish and further develop the so-called civilised literacy.

When asked about its vision and mission, she explained that the community is to produce, or rather, create high quality and honest Indonesian women writers. In the meantime, its mission is not only to make sure that its members are creative with their wide open view in literacy, but also to further establish close relation among the members and the managements, as well as publishing their writing work.
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